
Greetings!

Double-feature for 2007: the 50th anniversary of Merdeka and 
Visit Malaysia Year (VMY). VMY targets 20.1 million foreign 
visitors who would generate RM44.5 billion in revenue. Big 
money! It is timely to consider heritage and tourism, together.

The cultural expressions of our society are what foreign 
tourists come to experience. We are lucky we can offer 
distinctive Asian cultures. In our diversity, there are heritage 
sites in every town and district. Some of them need sprucing 
up but all need promotion. Malaysians have one common role 
in tourism, that is as ambassadors of our country to every 
tourist we meet. So, be proud of it, smile, be helpful, and keep 
our toilets clean! 

 
The Ministry for Culture, Arts and Heritage (MCAH) was created because the 
Federal government recognizes the importance of heritage, arts and culture. 
While many people regard ‘Heritage’ as non-essential to livelihood, and is 
therefore (very) low-priority, the state of preservation of our heritage is in 
fact an indicator of our quality of life in this material world. Heritage can be 
personal, community and national, natural or cultural. It is shared, therefore, it 
is our joint responsibility to protect and promote the exemplary values in our 
culture and history (read heritage, both tangible and intangible) and pass them 
on. 

Is heritage the prerogative of a developed state, then? The only Malaysian 
state which has claimed to be ‘developed’ is Selangor. It happens to have a 
State Heritage Conservation Programme which, perhaps, Perak can adopt:

 To identify the state’s heritage resources
 To develop incentives to assist in their conservation
 To peg this as community service to unite a community which learns to 
 appreciate the unique blend of cultures
 To conserve historical landmarks
 To evoke a sense of pride among the people to care for heritage buildings.

Hot on the heel of the aborted forced-acquisition of KL’s Coliseum Cinema 
and the relocation of the Malacca Tower, KL’s Bok House was leveled in 
mid-December last year. While it is no use crying over spilt milk, we do have 
to answer to millions of people (including returning foreign tourists) why 
Bok House was not saved. For what happened behind-the-scene, read the 
statement from the Council of Badan Warisan Malaysia on page 2.
 
It is in celebrating and sharing our festivities that we may attain national unity 
and peace. So, Happy Thaipusam and Prosperous Chinese New Year.

In passing: warning for Global Warming. While Perak has been spared the 
worst, exceptionally heavy rainfall caused extensive and recurrent ‘monster 
floods’, hitting southern peninsular Malaysia and  parts of Sabah and Sarawak. 
Johor was worst hit. All told, 200,000 evacuees, 15 dead and untold numbers 
have to rebuild their lives from scratch. What would survive in their collective 
memory? A 103-year-old heritage Tamil school in Panchor, Johor lost rare 
books and historical annals in the floods.
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What price heritage buildings

The true worth of Bok House is the prime land on which it stood. It is 
megabucks, multi-million Ringgit. To property evaluators, the heritage 
building that was Bok House ‘has no commercial value’. The unique building 
has to make way for re-development because its rehabilitation is ‘too 
expensive’ to bother. With that conclusion, an architectural gem (a ‘national 
heritage’) is gone.

The demolition of Bok House on Jalan Ampang, KL raised many questions. 
For instance, what really determines the heritage value of a private property 
of public interest and how effective is the NHA in protecting worthy private 
heritage property. What would the government do to help private owners 
conserve their heritage property for the benefit of our society? Who 
ultimately determines the heritage value of our buildings?

In 1926, Chua Cheng Bok began to built his Bok House on Jalan Ampang, 
a street of mansions for the elite of KL. Apart from the Mercedes-Benz, 
he also brought us the Singer sewing machine, the household name for 
generations of Malaysians. The legacy of Chua Cheng Bok in Ipoh, where 
he died in 1940, remains in evidence: the city has a street named after 
him, and the Chua Cheng Bok Building at 94, Brewster Road is a heritage 
landmark commercial building. Abdur-Razzaq Lubis and Khoo Salma 
Nasution’s Ipoh Heritage Map, 2000 has this to say:  

This handsome 1930s Art Deco commercial building housed the 
Ipoh branch office of William Jacks & Co, United Press Association, 
American International Assurance Co Ltd, Sime Darby and others. 
Restoran Semenanjung on the ground floor is today the favourite 
meeting place of Ipoh UMNO… the motor firm Cycle and Carriage 
opened its first Ipoh branch in 1906. 

To understand our loss, read below the statement issued on 15 December 
2006 by the Council of Badan Warisan Malaysia (national heritage trust), 
reproduced here by courtesy of the Badan.

The Day Bok House Died

After labouring to promote a specific law since the early 1990s, Badan 
Warisan Malaysia had high hopes for the protection of our historic built 
environment when the National Heritage Act 2005 (NHA – gazetted on 31 
December 2005 and effective from 1 March 2006). Albeit this Act was not in 
the form Badan Warisan would have preferred, but finally, there appeared to 
be a force of law which would champion the nation’s heritage cause.

On 12 April 2006, the President of Badan Warisan wrote to the Minister of 
Culture, Arts and Heritage nominating Bok House as national heritage as 
provided for under Section 68 of the NHA. The basis for this nomination was 
articulated in an in-depth Statement of Cultural Significance which clearly 
stated its architectural, social and historical values – and which referenced 
the persona of Bok House expressed in published public documents, 
historical essays and other records over the past few decades. This request 
to the Minister was to be an acid test on the effectiveness of the NHA.

We have pursued the matter rigorously after the law was enforced, using 
all means open to us in seeking the opportunity to explain to all levels 
of government the unique position of Bok House in Malaysia’s national 
heritage continuum. 
The demolition of Bok House, despite our persistent and dogged attempts, 
sadly demonstrates our failure in getting our appeal recognized and 
endorsed by Government. Let us ask one simple and basic question which 
must be at the forefront of everyone’s minds – is Bok House a heritage 
building?
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Coming Events

The PHS AGM is 
slated for March. 
Members will be

informed of 
details by mail. 

The year’s heri.trails 
will start in April. 

Details in 
the next issue of 
Heritage News. 

Call for nominations
PHT-HSBC Living Heritage 

Treasures of
Penang Awards 2006

Nominees may be experts
in various fields

such as visual and
culinary art or traditional 

craft reflecting Penang culture.
Closing date: 15 February

For nomination forms, e-mail 
phtust@streamyx.com

MALAYSIA @ 50
National Photography

Contest 2006 –
A Day in the life of Malaysia

Category: Heritage!

Open to all Malaysians
Closing date:

28 February, 2007
For more information, e-mail 

malaysia50@gmail.com



If the answer is yes, then it should 
have been accorded protection under 
the provisions of the NHA, and in this 
event, protection would have been in the 
form of gazettal, regardless of financial 
implications. Why then has it been 
allowed to be demolished? If there was 
objection to its gazetting, the laws of the 
country offer recourse for the landowner, 
and logically, the law should be allowed 
to take its own course. Or were there not 
powers to gazette it?

We can only presume that the decision-
makers at Dewan Badaraya Kuala 
Lumpur (DBKL) have approved the 
demolition. Can we assume also that 
the highest authority in DBKL would 
have deemed it expedient to refer 
to his superiors before making this 
momentous and unpopular decision. 
DBKL could not but be aware that Bok 
House, and its future, was already an 
issue, expressed not only in a letter 
from our President to the Mayor, but in 
the innumerable letters, and public discourse in the national press? It is a 
subject within the public domain.

In the final analysis, can we assume “Bok House has been deemed to be 
NOT a heritage building”?

We have been given to understand that an agency of the Ministry of Culture, 
Arts and Heritage has written a letter to the Trustees of the Estate of Chua 
Cheng Bok on 28 February 2006 – precisely one day before the NHA came 
into force. Supposedly the letter stated that at a post-Cabinet Meeting on 
22 February 2006, the Ministry of Culture, Arts and Heritage decided it was 
no longer interested to take over, or, to gazette Bok House as a Heritage 
Building, and it therefore did not have any objections to the development 
proposals for the site.

So if this building which is of such great historic prominence and provenance 
has been deemed by the authorities not to be a Heritage Building, Badan 
Warisan Malaysia would like to know what the government’s definition of 
heritage is and what criteria were applied to arrive at this decision.

Sadly, we cannot but come to the grave conclusion that the demolition of 
Bok House within the first 12 months of the life of the NHA is an omen of 
things to come.

Kinta Valley – the pride of Perak
by Law Siak Hong

Once upon a time, the Kinta Valley was the richest tin-producing area in the 
world. 

Then, two decades ago, the tin-mining industry collapsed. The advent 
created demographic changes in all the towns in the Valley, especially its 
urban centre, Ipoh, which had a rich lifestyle due to its prosperity. To many 
people today, tin, Ipoh, the Kinta Valley and Perak remain inseparable. 

The Kinta Valley was extensively mined. It has not really exhausted its tin 
but rekindling the tin-mining industry has not gone well. Small mining towns 
and villages which served the industry and the mining communities could be 
developed but they are struggling with vastly reduced trade and population 
decline, with most young people working elsewhere.
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to continue on page 6

“From the 9th floor of Wisma Selangor 
Dredging, my staff and I witnessed the 

demolition  of the Bok House.” 
- Bakhtiar Talhah, KL, in a letter to the 

Editor, NST: 20 DEC 2006

The RUKUN NEGARA
Whereas our country 
Malaysia nurtures the 

aspirations of:
Achieving a more perfect 
unity amongst the whole

of her society;
Preserving a democratic 

way of life; 
Creating a just society where 
the prosperity of the country 

can be enjoyed
together in a fair

and equitable manner;
Guaranteeing a liberal 

approach towards
her rich and

varied cultural traditions; and
Building a progressive society 
oriented to the use of science 

and modern technology.

Therefore we, the people 
of Malaysia, pledge to 

concentrate the whole of our 
energy and efforts to achieve 
these aspirations based on 

the following principles:
Belief in God 

Loyalty to King and country
Upholding the Constitution

The Rule of Law
Good behaviour and morality.



Jalan Tun Sambanthan (TS), 
formerly Hale Street, has a dual 
identity.  In the west, it borders the 
Ipoh Padang and the original Munici-
pal offices.  Two rows of shophouses 
constituted the “Hale Street Laywers’ 
Row”, anchored by the neo-classical 
architectural splendour of the bank 
HSBC.  To the east, across Jalan 
Sultan Yussuf (Belfield Street), it was 
known to the Chinese as Hak Jaan 
Gai, Cantonese for ‘the street of ho-
tels’.  The ten-storey Maybank rose 
on seven shoplots previously oc-
cupied by two Chinese hotels.  The 
street ends before the embankment 
of the Sungai Kinta. 

The buildings on TS were most 
probably built after the creation of 
the town Padang in 1898.  In recent 
months, some of these were turned 
into kopitiams and restaurants.  Even 
then numerous professional offices 
such as advocates and solicitors, en-
gineers, accountants, commission-
ers of oath, etc still exist.  It is also 
one of the busiest streets in the city.

The hustle-bustle of TS has 
brightened the night scene of Old 
Town, following the directive of the 
authorities to revive it.  Not only at 
TS, other parts of Old Town too have 
been revived and it is now no more 
the quiet cowboy town that it once 
was during the night.

Tun V T Sambanthan (1919-
1979), native to Sungai Siput (U), 
Perak, was one of the founding 
fathers of Malaysia. As the president 
of the Malaysian Indian Congress, 
he was a signatory of the Declara-
tion of Independence. As for Hale, he 
was the Inspector of Mines (Kinta). 
To name a street after him speaks 
volumes for the importance of tin-
mining in early history of Ipoh.

References: (1) Khoo Salma Nasution and Abdur-Razzaq Lubis, Ipoh heritage map, Perak State Govern-
ment, 1999; (2) Ho Tak Ming, in various stories in Ipoh Echo; and field-work with Law Siak Hong. 

Across the Padang, Jalan Tun Sambanthan seen from St Michael’s Institution, 1948.
Photo credit: Ngai Chan Studio.

*Details on photos, anti-clockwise from centre-top; No. XX 
refers to the address on TS.

1 - Lawyers’ Row – once housed the practices of lawyers, doctors 
and accountants in the 1920s.  Today, 6 of these early 20th cen-
tury townhouses have been adapted for eateries. 

2 - No. 51. Metro has been in business since 1967 and is the last 
kopitiam from that era.  The back wall is a precious ‘period piece’, 
adorned with its trade name in Jawi, a clock and calendars.

3 - No. 69.  The Kinta Club.  Epigraphy over the main door.  In 
1903, it was here that office workers would entertain themselves 
with Chinese music.  By 1905, the operatic group Ci Shan Ban, 
was registered as the Perak Chinese Amateur Dramatic Associa-
tion under the leadership of the last Kapitan Cina Perak Chung 
Thye Phin.

4 - The HSBC is an outstanding corner building. This example 
of Victorian neo-Renaissance architecture that was popular with 
British banks dates from 1931.  The Bank Chambers was the 
address for the Commercial Union Assurance & Co, the Standard 
Vacuum Oil Co, and HA Johnson’s dental clinic.  In the 1930s, 
the head office of the Malay Mining Syndicate Limited was based 
here, as were their company’s solicitors Gibb & Co and auditors 
Brown, Phillip and Stewart.  Malay Mining Syndicate’s general 
manager, Raja Abdullah bin Seyed Salim, was a wealthy tin-min-
er, the patron of Warta Kinta and the father-in-law of Warta Kinta’s 
first editor Raja Manshoor bin Raja Abdul Kadir (Ref:1).

5 -  Looking east from the embankment down Jalan Tun Samban-
than.

6 - The present high-rise of Perak Chinese Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry is dated 1971.  

7 - No. 24.  Kam Kong Hotel has seen better days.  Note the 
reception counter and the old furniture.  It is the last hotel on the 
street.  Given the right incentives, it is possible to reinvent it as a 
small boutique hotel in Old Town.

8 - Built in the “transitional” style (1890 - 1900), this dilapidated 
small corner shophouse was used for film location recently.  Note 
the balcony.

9 - No. 16-18.  PHS-member CH Cheah was looking for ‘Thye Loy’ 
Hotel.  Sign of the hotel was revealed when old advertising hoard-
ings were removed during recent renovations.

10 - No. 22 was the townhouse of Mohd Ali bin Pitchay (born 
1896), Chief Sanitary Inspector of Kinta.  After retirement he was 
elected Alliance Town Council member for Ipoh and Menglembu.  
Jalan Ali Pitchay in Ipoh “New Town” is named after him.

11 & 12 - No. 71 - 73.  In 1935, a group of 54 Chinese miners 
formed the Perak Chinese Mining Association, generously donat-
ing $26,070 out of which $15,000 was used to purchase 2 shop 
lots.  No. 73 was used as the Association premises while No. 71 
was rented to Yat Loo Club, or ‘Tuesday Club’ for miners.  Today, 
the office showcases a specimen collection and some stylish 
period furniture.  A small exhibition on tin-mining is in progress.

a - One of several damaged lamp post is leaning over. The tall 
flagpole stands at the western end of the Padang with Royal Ipoh 
Club in the background.

b -  At the south-east corner, no maintenance for the new fountain 
has left it an eye-sore.
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In 1898, Ipoh acquired the first of its open 
spaces. The Ipoh Padang was created in 
commemoration of Queen Victoria’s Dia-
mond Jubilee the year before. It was 
strongly supported by the Chinese com-
munity. (Ref:1) The Padang opened on New 
Year’s Day 1899 with a 3-day festival. . The 
7.5 acre Padang is still used for sports like 
football and cricket. In 2001, beautification 
features costing RM1.3 million were added. 
In 2006, a tall flagpole was installed at the 
cost of RM349,000.

Text and photography:
Lau Sook Mei



Abandoned mining ponds, the exceptional landscape of lakes, islets, trees 
and sand hills are mostly reverted to the state authorities, their potential 
largely untapped. In selected areas, former mining land has been developed 
for housing, industries, agriculture and small-scale farming. Over time, what 
is left unused has regenerated into wetland; it is nature’s way of re-adapting 
itself. Kinta Bird Sanctuary, the wetland park near Batu Gajah is one 
example of this new land-use.

It is great to know that young urbanites and heritagers are fascinated by 
this historical landscape, the heritage of these once bustling mining towns 
and the social history of the communities. Creative work depicting the Kinta 
Valley is now found in words and images: books and films. 

For historical reference, Kinta Valley: Pioneering Malaysia’s Modern 
Development is the book to set things in motion. If you live here or have 
your roots in the Kinta Valley, this is the book to have in your library. To the 
authors, Khoo Salma Nasution and Abdur-Razzaq Lubis, the historical 
significance and heritage of Kinta is the inspiration for development. 
When tangible links to the past might soon be sacrificed in the name of 
development, we have got them documented, at least. The book is available 
in major book stores and from its publisher, Perak Academy.

Winner of the (British) Whitbread First Novel Award, Tash Aw’s The 
Harmony Silk Factory is a period drama set mainly in the ‘Kinta Valley’, with 
Kampar as the town of action. Aw’s affinity with the Kinta Valley is due to the 
fact that members of his extended family live here. He obviously enjoyed his 
holidays in the state from which he drew inspiration for his book. The novel 
has put the Kinta Valley in the limelight of world Literature. It heightens the 
significance of keeping a diary, which should be re-classified as a ‘heritage 
activity’! I have a gripe: Aw used poetic license to distort the Valley’s 
geographic boundaries without changing its name. 

Bernard Chauly’s Goodbye Boys, a movie set and videotaped in the Kinta 
Valley, aims to raise awareness for the preservation of its heritage. The 
mined-out, green and sandy landscape is familiar. Heritage buildings are 
featured: a period shophouse in Kampar, the old tin dredge in Chenderong, 
and the Royal English School and St Joseph Church in Batu Gajah, and, of 
course, Chauly’s alma mater, Ipoh’s St Michael’s Institution. Film producer, 
Joanne Lee talked about the need to preserve our heritage sites: ‘The 
location and landscape of Goodbye boys are themselves “characters”… 
these sites will not be there for long if nothing is done about them. It really 
is a loss to our heritage if these sites are torn down.’ The film is available in 
VCD and DVD.

The first Malaysian martial arts movie, KINTA 1881 is now in production. 
It chronicles Perak’s ‘kongsi communities’ in the 19th century and features 
serious gangster fights with a cast of local and foreign wushu exponents 
and kickboxers. Film director, CL Hor aims high. As his second feature film, 
he wants to show the ‘diversity and richness of Malaysia’s historical values’ 
at film festivals overseas. We shall wait for its general release in local 
cinemas. 

As we celebrate fifty years of nation-building, I wonder how much we really 
care about our heritage. We should take pride in our heritage. Unless and 
until then, re-development could erase these references to and evidence of 
our glorious historic past. 
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Panoramic View of Ipoh Old Town, 
backed by the Kledang Range, 1948. 

Photo credit Ngai Chan Studio.

Quotable Quotes:

‘Heritage has to do with our legacies. 
The objective of conservation is the 
retention of authenticity in buildings 
which are repositories of knowledge, 
history and memories. Heritage 
conservation is about cultural 
sustainability and the promotion of 
cultural rights and cultural diversity. It 
is about our collective memory and 
celebrating our past in the present. 
It is about leaving a legacy for our 
children and our children’s children.’ 
– Tan Sri Dato’ Seri (Dr) Ahmad Sarji 
bin Abdul Hamid, President of Badan 
Warisan Malaysia, in a statement 
issued by the Badan, 10 JAN 2007.

‘Heritage should not be confined to 
material things like buildings and 
artifacts. Heritage includes skilled 
men and women… National Heritage 
includes people like Royal Professor 
Ungku Aziz, who possesses skills 
and knowledge of good value.’ 
– Dato’ Omar Mohd Hashim, 
Chairman of the National Historical 
Society, quoted by Norlin Wan Musa 
in Sunday Star: 6 SEP 1998. He 
proposed that such figures be chosen 
from those who have positive values 
and are patriotic, such as writers, 
skilled artisans or builders, not just 
warriors.



Bukit Larut: responsible tourism development
Taiping: Bukit Larut (Maxwell Hills) is the oldest hill-station in Perak. To 
protect the fragile environment and maintain sustainable visits to the hills, 
the Honorary Secretary of Taiping Heritage Society, D M Ponnusamy 
suggested sustainable development through maintaining and renewing 
existing accommodation. 

Felda scheme and its heritage value
How would you register the intangible value and the spirit of pioneers 
of these pre-Merdeka Malayan settlements? Over 11,000 youths are 
undergoing courses from tailoring to computers to aircraft maintenance 
engineering at the Malaysia Airlines Academy. With the success of futsal 
centres in twelve settlements, the Felda United football and fan club seems 
set to join the big league. The Felda Youth Convention and Awards is the 
glamourous event of the year.

‘Gua Tambun’s’ pre-historic drawings
Ipoh: Discovered in 1959, the drawings found on the cliffs of Gunung 
Panjang, Tambun is reached by a long flight of concrete stairs built by the 
museum authority in 1970s. We are concerned that an untrained volunteer 
takes crowds to the pre-historic site. Millennia-old shells have been 
powdered under careless feet by happy adventurers and visitors who do not 
respect the sanctity of a pre-historic site. Will the MCAH’s Department of 
Museum and Antiquities prioritise collaboration with the local government to 
ensure local participation at a Federal site?

Ipoh talent bags Taiwan film award
Ipoh is never short on filmic talents! Having earned praises from creating 
visual effects for Hollywood blockbusters Spider Man 1 and 2, 36-year-old 
Ipoh-born Foo Sing Choong returned to Asia to develop his career in 2004. 
In November last year, he won at the Golden Horse Film Awards (Taiwan) 
for his work in the movie Silk. 

Kampar Old temple in a fix 
Kampar: What irony! To commemorate the centennial of the ‘Kampar old 
temple, built 1904, the temple committee spent RM300,000 in a misguided 
renewal which deleted its antiquities. Synthetic gold paint was applied over 
gold-foiled carvings and original decorative ceramics were broken off and 
removed rather than repaired and put back.

Kampung Kacang Putih for tourism
Ipoh: According to the Perak Indian Chamber of Commerce, this village in 
suburban Buntong as the largest producer of kacang putih in the country. 
It can become a tourist attraction, provided that the community of this 
cottage industry improves its level of hygiene. The village was set up for the 
survivors of the 1973 disaster at Gunung Cheroh when part of a limestone 
cliff fell and killed 42 persons living below. 

Kedah: the oldest state in the country
Adjunct Professor Pawancheek Marican of International Islamic University 
Malaysia supports Kedah’s claim as the oldest state in the country. In pre-
Islamic days, the Bujang Valley and Merbok were business centres for 
traders from South-East Asia, Arabia, India and China. The Raja of Kedah, 
Merong Maha Wangsa adopted Islam in 1136 and became Sultan Al-
Muzaffar Shah, some 266 years before Parameswara founded the Malacca 
Sultanate. 

KTM: Double-tracking railway, north to south
The 180km Rawang-Ipoh double-track rail link is near completion. Shelved 
for lack of funds, the government may revive the Ipoh-Padang Besar and 
Seremban-Johor stretches in the north-south link as a Private Finance 
Initiative under the Ninth Malaysia Plan. We should be concerned about the 
original stations, bridges and other historic features which will be sacrificed 
in the process.
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Five-foot-way seen from a vacant plot 
beside the Metro kopitiam.

HERITAGE BUILDING
- Adapt and re-use

Ipoh’s former main post office! 

Located in
the heritage enclave, 

it will be great as 
a tourist information centre, 

art and craft market and 
up-market café restaurant. 

HAVE YOUR SAY.
Submit your proposal

to the Ipoh City Council.
Your plan should

include re-building the
Dato’ Sagor food court between

 the old building and
the clock tower. 

Why, this can even be a project
worthy of foreign investment.

But please retain all trees.



Kuala Terengganu: Bidong Heritage Island
The first heritage island in east-coast state, Terengganu, picturesque ‘Little 
Saigon’ Pulau Bidong was home to more than 200,000 Vietnamese refugees 
who escaped from the communist regime of their country from 1975 until 
it was closed in 1991. The local authorities would restore the dilapidated 
church and Buddhist temple. Other than a new jetty, a restaurant, restrooms 
and a commemorative sculpture, no development would be allowed. It is 
open for day-visit only. 

Lat’s KAMPUNG BOY: Big in the USA
The American edition of local favourite, Kampung Boy (first released here 
in 1977) has been named an Outstanding International Book for 2007 by 
the US Board of Books for Young People and the Children’s Book Council. 
Portraying a young Muslim boy growing up in a rural Malaysia that is fast 
disappearing, the story brings out the universal connection with childhood 
and human existence. Surely, Lat the cartoonist (Dato’ Mohd Nor Khalid) is 
Malaysia’s living treasure.

Main Convent celebrates its centenary
Ipoh: On 6 Jan, a dinner celebrated the centenary of SM Convent, Ipoh 
(Main Convent) ahead of a Walk Down Memory Lane at the school the 
following day, a Sunday morning. It is the oldest girl school in Ipoh to 
celebrate its centenary. Famous ex-students include international movie star, 
Dato’ Michelle Yeoh and diva of songs, Amy Mastura, who sang at the dinner 
gathering.

Matang: flies plague historical complex
As we begin VMY 2007, flies due to dozens of ‘open’ poultry farms in the 
vicinity of the Ngah Ibrahim Matang Historical Complex are keeping tourists 
away from the food stalls outside the fort. To stop the problem, Kuala 
Sepetang assemplyman See Tean Seng has urged the state government to 
act on compelling such farm operators into adopting the hygienic and non-
fouling ‘closed system’ of farming chicken. 

MCAH’s Underwater Cultural Heritage and Wanli
In 1625, a Portuguese vessel (Wanli) was sunk by the Dutch off the 
coast of Terengganu. Discovered in 2003, its cargo of priceless blue-
and-white pottery and other ware were retrieved by marine archaeologist 
Stan Sjostrand, working with the Maritime Archaeology Unit under the 
Department of Museums and Antiquities, which has embarked on promoting 
Malaysia’s rich underwater heritage.

Perak timber mosques
Elizabeth Cardosa, executive director of Badan Warisan Malaysia 
contributed to the New Sunday Times, 3 Dec 2006: Awesome Perak timber 
mosque. It was about her recce to Kampong Gajah by the Sungai Perak 
to locate traditional mosques which had the meru (tiered, pyramidal) roof, 
found a-plenty in our state.  

Swan song to SEK 
Kampar: The SEK Tin Mine is an institution in Kampar. But, it will soon be 
history. This French tin-mining company began operations in Lahat but 
shifted to Kampar in 1887. In 1970s, it was sold to Malaysians. PHS will 
organize one last trip to this antiquated site. Look out for details in your next 
issue of Heritage News.

Taiping Pasar Besar impasse  
Construction for the new market is stalled because traders and stall-holders 
have refused to vacate the old market. To overcome the stalemate, the Majlis 
Perbandaran Taiping has met with various stakeholders (ten representatives 
from eight trades guilds and organizations). 

Tronoh Police Station
Built in 1904, the Police Station of Tronoh, Kinta Valley comprises an 
authentic set of buildings of ‘a time past, peaceful and leisurely’ (E Cardosa, 
Buletin Warisan, July-Sept 2005). Go learn about this well-preserved country 
town police station. Get direction from the town folk. Your keen interest would 
induce pride in the policemen for their heritage station. Tronoh is a small 
town on the Ipoh-Lumut highway.
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Preserving 
our Heritage

for the Future
PHS, as we call ourselves,

is a non profit-taking 
non governmental 

organization.

Our main aim is to 
promote 

heritage preservation and 
raise awareness of

the natural and cultural
heritage in our midst.

An elected committee runs
a programme of activities
for members and friends.

We network with 
individuals, groups and 
local communities for 

local knowledge. 
We support

information-gathering on
‘hometown heritage’.

Heritage News is the 
vehicle for news, views 

and information to reach 
our members and friends.

Membership has 
its privileges; 

more information and 
application forms are 

available from our office.

Persatuan Warisan Perak,
The Perak Heritage 

Society 
(Reg No:1254) 

was registered with 
the Registrat of Societies 

in August, 2003.

Office and 
Postal Address:

85C, Jalan Sultan Abdul Jalil, 
30300 IPOH, Perak, Malaysia. 

(opposite the Syuen Hotel)

Telephone: Su Win 
012-288 6888 

Fax: 05-253 5507

E-mail: 
perakheritage@hotmail.com


